Pentagon Reported In Total Fear After
Russian “Super Weapon” Paralyzes Alaska
Defenses
By Sorcha Faal
An intriguing Ministry of Defense (MoD) report circulating in the
Kremlin today says that the United States Department of
Defence (DoD/Pentagon) was reduced to a state of “total fear”
this week after the Khibiny Electronic Warfare System “super
weapon” successfully paralyzed the entire North American
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) defenses over
Alaska—an action personally authorized by President Putin
who was enraged over an American magazine propaganda
article that claimed “Russians are hopeless primitives from a
medieval country”.
[Note: Some words and/or phrases
appearing in quotes in this report are English language
approximations of Russian words/phrases having no exact
counterpart.]

According to this report, with neither the American or European
Union peoples being allowed to know that truth by their
propaganda media organs about the “Miracle of Russia” that
has made the Federation the world‟s last bulwark against the
anti-Christ demonic globalists, they are, instead, being mentally
assaulted on a daily basis by the most blatant Russian hysteria
not seen in the West since the Cold War.
Reaching a new low, even by Western standards, this report
continues, the American leftist magazine Vanity Fair this past
week went beyond just simple Russian hysteria into outright
genocidal reporting with its stating that the peoples of the

Federation were sub-human primitives living in a nation likened
to the Middle Ages because they wouldn‟t accept being ruled
over by these demonic globalists.

In retaliation against these Western elites seeking to instill in
their citizen‟s minds a belief that Russians aren‟t human beings
worthy of life, this report says, on Monday (17 April) President
Putin (in his showing the West how “primitive” his people really
are) ordered a Tu-95 Bear Strategic Bomber equipped with the
Khibiny Electronic Warfare System “super weapon” to fly to the
edge of NORAD‟s Air Defence Identification Zone in Alaska—
and when approached by American fighter aircraft, deploy its
“electronic payload” to “devastating and paralyzing effect”—
and that it did so much so, in fact, when this bomber returned
the following day (18 April), no US fighter aircraft were even
able to take off from their Alaskan airfields.
Important to note, this report says, is that this is not the first
time the Americans have been “punished” for their aggressive
actions against the Federation by the Khibiny Electronic
Warfare System “super weapon”—and that we had, also,
previously noted in our 14 April 2016 report titled “Destroyed”
US Warship Donald Cook In Baltic Sea Refuses Russian Offer
Of Help”—wherein we detailed the 2014 Russian Khibiny
Electronic Warfare System “super weapon” attack against the
USS Donald Cook AEGIS Warship in the Black Sea that was so
devastating, 27 US Navy officers filed for immediate
resignation.

Likewise, in our 23 March 2015 report titled “Terrified US
Aircraft Carrier Flees From Russian Subs To UK Safety”, we
detailed the Russian Khibiny Electronic Warfare System “super
weapon” that uses “Magrav technology”—and that in a shock
2012 move, then President Barack Obama banned from being
used by the American military, and as we had stated:
“Magrav technology” was conceived by the Iranian-born
nuclear engineer Mehran Keshe,, but whose works are banned
from public use in the United States under an Executive Order
signed by President Obama on 23 April 2012.
President Obama’s signing of his Executive Order against
“magrav technology” was due to the Iranian’s using it to down,
and then capture one of the United States most secretive and
sophisticated drones in December, 2011, and then Iran sharing
this new weapon with Syria.
Immediately upon President Obama banning “magrav
technology” in 2012, Mehran Keshe replied to the American
leader in an open letter by stating:
“Your Excellency President Obama,
We offer you a path towards real world peace through the
development of this new technology for the whole human race
I invite you to a direct presentation of our technology to you
and your cabinet, to be given on neutral ground where the
president of Iran could also be present and where no one
betrays anyone else, so that we can all understand the

fundamental change that is about to be brought to mankind.
Then let us talk about genuine world peace.
As I said in my Sunday interview in Los Angeles, let us convert
the military factories of the US to provide resources for a US
space organization, so that the tools of war become the craft of
universal peace.
The aircraft carriers of the US will become nothing but floating
bathtubs if our Magravs technology is used effectively, the
runways full of F16s and 18s and so on will be nothing but
runway museums of iron birds, as these craft will not be able to
fly if their electronic systems are once touched by Magravs
space technology. These crafts and battleships would have to
be rewired from A to Z before they could ever operate again.
President Obama, we invite you to understand this change and
to let us show you the technology that is bringing it about.
Then we invite you to the table of world peace.
Please sign a decree for genuine peace and not a gagging
order for science and technology, which your people
understand fully what we have developed as they try to protect
the pride of your nation.
This is not a question of the pride of one group or country, but
pride for all of us in the advancement of the human race to new
levels of understanding of the universal order of creation, in
which we each have our place.
Your Ambassador and Consul in Belgium have direct access to
me from our previous talks and correspondence with them and
would pass on any communication.
With kindest regards from a peace loving man who has
developed this powerful technology for the good of mankind.”

End of Open Letter to President Obama

Following the successful takedown of NORAD‟s air defenses
over Alaska using the Khibiny Electronic Warfare System
“super weapon”, this new MoD report continues, President
Putin further authorized the first in history reporting (on 19
April) to the outside world of these “magrav technology”
weapons now being deployed and developed by the
Federation---but that the propaganda Western media is failing
to fully, or honestly, inform their peoples about; choosing,
instead, to publish misleading articles such as London‟s The
Sun whose headline reads: “Russia Claims It Can Wipe Out
Entire US Navy With A Single „Electronic Bomb‟ In Bizarre
Propaganda Report”.

Far from being a “bizarre propaganda report” as The Sun
reports, however, this report concludes, President Putin‟s

motives in releasing the information about the full and
devastating power of these new “magrav technology”
weapons, and giving the Americans a lesson in Alaska of what
will happen should war begin, is meant to dissuade the West
from the insane course of global conflict it is currently on—but
if not stopped, will see Federation aircraft from the top-secret
Trefoil military base in the Arctic Circle descend upon the
military might of the West and destroy it all in a matter of days,
if not hours.

Russia‟s top-secret Trefoil military base in the Arctic Circle revealed for first time
to West on 19 April 2017

